
Canada Cloud 
Roadmap
A product design blueprint for next generation Cloud 
services and solutions

1 Introduction - Canada’s Cloud 
Consensus
The Canada Cloud Roadmap is published by the CCN - Canada Cloud Network, a non-
profit industry forum intended to lead a world-class Canadian cloud computing research 
cluster, with the goal of developing such a ‘Technology Roadmap’ for Cloud Computing 
products and services.

Based on the principles of Technology Roadmapping described by Industry Canada, 
this process will build an industry-wide product strategy for the global Cloud Computing 
industry, in Canada, with the net benefit to participating members is a stronger industry 
cohesion, greater critical mass and intellectual asset that attracts more speculative 
investment financing.

This will act as a product design blueprint for new services that are sold and deployed 
through cloud providers across the world, establishing the country as an innovation 
leader in this high growth global field.

The Roadmap is intended as ‘Canada’s Cloud Consensus’.

The Canada's Cloud Economy report from the ICTC provides a comprehensive analysis 
of the Cloud market in Canada, with key highlights including:

● An in-depth analysis of the IT skills relevant to Cloud that will be needed
● A projected GDP contribution growing from $4.6 billion to $8.2 billion by 2018
● Employment will grow from 38,400 to 57,000 by 2018
● Half of the 360 Canadian enterprises surveyed have adopted identifiable cloud 

services. This figure is 71% for IT firms.
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The report also provides a helpful analysis of global markets like the EU and Japan, 
highlighting the massive export potential for Canadian Cloud businesses as well.

1.1 Procurement Commercialization
To develop the Canada Cloud Roadmap the CCN will leverage other innovation best 
practices to accelerate and achieve these goals, as well as directly inventing their own, 
most notably ‘Procurement Commercialization’.

Procurement Commercialization is a simple but very powerful dynamic that establishes 
a link between government procurement and local innovation, where government RFPs 
(Requests for Proposal) and other procurement documentation are dissected and their 
requirements used directly as Product Requirement Documents, the key inputs for new 
product development, which are then used to populate the Roadmap.

The Canada Cloud Roadmap is the backbone of the product innovation activities for the 
CCN, so in short this establishes a link directly between government procurement and 
new innovation.
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2 Major market segments
2.1 SaaS and Enterprise Software
The Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Hosting. This provides an overview of the main 
market players and what products and services they offer, and makes key headline 
points like just how far ahead Amazon is in front of everyone else.

This will also include a review of the impact on key existing markets most notably 
enterprise software, and also related sub-segments such as SaaS - Software as a 
Service.

As a first introduction it’s apt to look at local Canadian documentation: This Roadmap 
essentially targets the enterprise software described in this MaRS report, with Cloud 
representing the network-centric ‘Consumerization of Enterprise IT’ described in this 
other MaRS report.

2.2 Mobile Enterprise Computing
2.2.1 Mobile Enterprise Computing refers to the use of tablets and 
smartphones within the corporate IT landscape.

Exciting adoption scenarios include Healthcare and it builds on a long history of 
wireless device solutions for industries like logistics and warehousing.

2.2.2 Mobile Computing in Clinical Care

Healthcare is a pertinent example, as one of our key reference documents for this 
program is entitled 'Mobile Computing in Clinical Care' (56 page PDF), from Canada 
Health Infoway.

This provides a comprehensive overview of Mobile Computing for the enterprise 
market, with a particular strength in planning business transformation, covering points 
such as:

An MDM (Mobile Device Management) strategy for addressing the top four enterprise 
concerns of i) Device loss and theft, ii) Application privacy and security, iii) Device data 
leakage, and iv) malware attacks.

Also it discusses the economic impact, both in terms of immediate cash flow as well as 
bigger picture. A hospital switching from pagers to smartphones can see their wireless 
plan fees increase markedly, from approximately $5 to $80 or more, for each user.
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As new care models are developed, consideration should be given to fully lever the 
potential of mHealth.

Leaders should be challenged to envision how mobility can help create new patient 
centred processes and patient centred engagement opportunities. Chronic disease 
management and 'virtual wards' are two prime examples where mobile technologies 
can enable transformations in health delivery and patient engagement.

Summarizing the Boston Consulting paper The Socio-Economic Impact of Mobile 
Health, they describe the bigger perspective of impact on the healthcare system:

● help physicians reach twice as many rural patients
● improve tuberculosis treatment compliance by between 30% and 70%
● reduce elder care costs by about 25%
● reduce maternal and perinatal mortality rates by about 30%
● reduce medical data collection related costs by about 24%

In their white paper CHI state:

“p52 ) mHealth initiatives should flow from a multi-year roadmap and target key 
use cases or business problems such as mobile access to: viewing the electronic 
patient record, viewing medical images and wave forms, medical references, 
order entry, remote patient monitoring, appointment scheduling, corporate 
intranet and commonly used forms.”

The CHI documents make the clear point they envisage much greater adoption of SaaS 
for these new types of innovative capabilities.

As announced by IDC, SaaS (Software as a Service) has been enjoying an explosive 
annual growth rate of 27% in Canada, and they anticipate this climbing to 30% through 
2016. 

For Canada this is a foundation to build on, not only to continue this linear adoption of 
cloud services but also accelerate them through broader expansion of the sector itself, 
by pioneering thought leadership and new innovations. 

In summary this is best captured from the Health Infoway Cloud computing white paper, 
where it calls for:

"We expect greenfield implementations to dominate in the near term, with 
the exception that some productivity applications such as office software, 
email, ERP and supply chain management will be introduced in public cloud 
implementations. 

However, even in these cases, this will less be a porting of existing systems 
to cloud-based provisioning than replacement of these capabilities locally with 
cloud-based services.
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● Cloud and Mobile Computing Integrate - Acquiring cloud services to 
provision and manage mobile applications and devices. 

● Cloud and Social Networking will Experiment - Provisioning of social 
networking applications for health through cloud-based services will 
emerge, experimental initially but with potential for a 'killer app'. 

● Niche Middleware will Expand Rapidly - PaaS offerings acting as 
middleware will gain adoption quickly.” 

In particular they identify the huge cost savings that are possible as well as the speed of 
deployment, and also they identify a suite of possible SaaS apps that could be adopted 
as part of this trend, such as: 

● BYOD and Mobile Device Management 
● Secure Email 
● Social Networking and Consumer Enablement 
● Professional Practice and Continuing Education 
● Appoint Brokering and Scheduling 
● E-Referrals 
● Supply Chain Management 

They make the critical point that these are all “greenfield” opportunities. In other words, 
these are all new apps for cloud providers to host and sell, highlighting just how much 
more the SaaS boom will grow. There is also an opportunity for these to be developed, 
deployed and sold as part of a national imperative to establish Canada as a world 
leader in the field. 

2.2.3 Mobile Cloud Identity

One key component part discussed is ‘Mobile Cloud Identity’. From page 45 they 
describe:

“Considerations for Privacy and Security

Organizations should consider the use of a ubiquitous identity credential and 
authentication mechanism(s) for mobile devices and mHealth apps. The identity 
credentials would be used for access to HDO information systems, as well as 
mobile apps. 

A common or federated authentication technique across mobile or cloud 
based apps and systems will provide for an increased and uniform level of 
confidentiality. 

Consideration should be given to cloud based Software as a Service (SaaS) 
Identity Management capability available for the issuance and management of 
common or federated identity credentials. Federated credentialing can be device 
based or device independent.  
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Harmonization or federation of device, mobile app and health care organization 
system authentication schemes is recommended.  

In a BYOD context where several device platforms are supported, consideration 
of ubiquitous identity credentials that are mobile platform independent is 
recommended.”

They describe the use of developments such as the HIMSS mobile toolkit for 
personalizing these solutions to Healthcare. As part of this review we’ll look at the latest 
developments and in this area, and how they might relate to an overall SaaS program.

2.2.4 Ottawa - Community based mobile workforce

The City of Ottawa also documents their plans for a mobile workforce in their 
technology roadmap series.

Similar to the eHealth scenario their primary motivation is improvement of service 
delivery out in the field, and how that can be achieved in the most efficient manner. 
They had found that due to limited technologies staff had to call in to the city office on a 
regular basis through out the day, to pick up and report on work orders.

Ottawa is a large employer of field staff, over 12,000 field and remote workers such 
as by-law enforcement officers, inspectors, public health nurses and so on, and so 
eliminating that kind of unnecessary and expensive steps in their working procedures 
will yield huge benefits.

In their Roadmap the City of Ottawa describes how they have over 12,000 field and 
remote workers, such as by-law enforcement officers, inspectors, public health nurses 
and so on. Many workers have to report to their office in the morning to receive work 
orders, and have to return at the end of the day to write up job reports. Some return to 
the office several times a day.

With Ottawa being a large distributed city this results in xx resulting in unnecessary 
costs and loss of staff productivity.

A common, secure and reliable mobility infrastructure provides a platform for the 
City‟s mobile workforce. This initiative also incorporates mobile computing projects 
already underway such as: mobile units for Utility Services, and mobile computing for 
Fire vehicles. Specifically, the City will have to build a standard and secure mobility 
infrastructure architecture to facilitate the efficient delivery of services by a large mobile 
City workforce. 

Optimizing the Utilization of Recreational Facilities (Document 5) Today, Citizens and 
community groups are not able to view or book available facilities or ice time online. 
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There is no ability to conduct an online search to view availability of multiple locations 
at different times or dates. In order to access this information, citizens must contact 
specific facilities. In addition, several recreation facilities are underutilized due to the 
lack of amenities to make them more suitable for clients.  

A common, secure and reliable mobility infrastructure provides a platform for the 
City‟s mobile workforce. This initiative also incorporates mobile computing projects 
already underway such as: mobile units for Utility Services, and mobile computing for 
Fire vehicles. Specifically, the City will have to build a standard and secure mobility 
infrastructure architecture to facilitate the efficient delivery of services by a large mobile 
City workforce. 

2.3 Government Cloud Hosting
Government Cloud Hosting.

2.3.1 Ontario Cloud Hosting Requirements

The specifications for Cloud Hosting in Ontario Province are defined in this publicly 
available RFP (30 page Word doc) from the Ministry of Government Services.

In addition to data centres in Ontario, requirements for Ontario Cloud Hosting are 
defined as:

● Latency Requirements - An average latency of 50ms or below, based on a 
connection speed of up to 25Mbps between Toronto and at least one deployment 
region for the cloud compute and database servers.

● Cloud Security
● Server Instances
● Database Instances
● Data Transfer Services
● Network Services
● Monitoring Services
● Miscellaneous Services: Auto-scaling, clustering, email, ..
● Systems Support
● Pay Per Use 

2.4 Business Transformation Blueprint
There are also blueprint guides for adopting these new models.

In this 18-page PPT the Canadian Federal Government provides a blueprint for their 
planned transformation strategy, what they call their GC Community Cloud.
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The key component of a Business Transformation exercise is the "Target Architecture", 
ie. the intended destination of your journey, broken down into a series of steps that 
defines a Roadmap for how to get there.

The Canadian Roadmap is a comprehensive framework for this. Not only does it define 
the base building block of IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) so that they can offer virtual 
storage and servers to their users, but it also holistically addresses the entire IT estate, 
it provides a complete 'Enterprise Cloud' program.

Read more: Openstack Solution Ecosystem.

2.5 Big Data Cloud Computing
Excellent reference material for exactly this one sitting 
objective, published from the Canadian healthcare standards 
organization, Canada Health Infoway.

Their Emerging Technology series has now published three 
great white papers, which address this content agenda, where 
they cover:

1. Introduction to Cloud Computing for Healthcare
2. Big Data Analytics for Healthcare
3. Mobile Cloud Computing

Furthermore these agile PaaS platforms can be tuned towards 'Big Data' scenarios, and 
how is nicely explained through some great reference materials.

In their Emerging Technology series the agency responsible for E-health standards in 
Canada, called Health Infoway, covered both Cloud computing and Big Data, and how 
the combination would impact upon Canadian healthcare.

The Cloud model for then delivering this via a PaaS approach is described in the E-
Health Cloud white paper. Specifically on page 25 they describe a need for Big Data 
Analytics, and also that it should be delivered via a PaaS – Platform as a Service.

“Whether it’s called “predictive analytics,” “smart computing” or “analytics on 
cloud,” cloud computing and analytics provides a comprehensive offering 
of a combination of products that enable enterprises to move their business 
intelligence, data warehousing and online analytical processing (OLAP) 
workload to a cloud platform.

While the implementation of cloud analytics can take several forms at a high 
level, the following are parts of a cloud analytics platform that would be of 
interest to an enterprise:
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- A virtualized infrastructure to support the basic cloud tenants to build a private/
public/hybrid cloud

- PaaS in-line with the underlying cloud infrastructure that can support the 
analytical needs of reporting, analysis, dashboards, extraction, transformation 
and load (ETL) and predictive analytics

- Customized analytics applications in a PaaS/SaaS offering which are uniquely 
positioned for designing and developing customized analytics applications. The 
cloud provider is responsible for on-demand provisioning and the maintenance 
of software and hardware.”

Healthcare is one sector where it is easy to visualize how these new scale of apps 
might be employed - All those X-ray images and large media assets are ideal for Cloud 
storage and then Big Data analysis, and Cloud providers increasingly will emerge who 
cater for these niche x-aaS requirements.

2.6 Digital Government: IoT-enabled Smart City
The objective of this project is to analyze best practices from 
other cities pioneering Digital strategies, such as New York City, 
encompassing:

● Open Data
● API interfaces
● Entrepreneur programs

Other examples include "Citadel on the Move" a EU project with 14 
partners in 5 Member States. Citadel helps cities and smaller municipalities to use 
Open Data to create Mobile Apps that make their city a smarter place to live.

The white paper ‘Open Data, Open City‘ from the Martin Prosperity Institute, home of 
Richard Florida, explores and explains the dynamics of this type of 'ecosystem', where 
software entrepreneurs are enabled to build a new layer of innovative Cloud apps that 
re-purpose this data in new ways.

The City of Ottawa has continued to publish an 
excellent set of documents describing their 
technology strategy for the city, including their 
current Business Technology Plan 2014 and 
their previous five-year technology roadmap.

2.7 Internet of Things
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Then of course there is the equally exploding Cloud computing market, expanding 
proportionally to the volume of Big Data being generated by all these new devices.

A helpful list of market sizing reports is here, with analysts 
such as Gartner predicting 26 billion installed units by 2020
.

As Louis Columbus summarizes here, IDC International 
Data Corporation recently presented their top ten 
technology predictions for 2014, including the research 
firm’s latest cloud computing market forecast. You can see a replay of the webinar and 
get the predictions documents at IDC Predictions 2014. 

Key points include:

“Worldwide IT spending will grow 5% year over year to $2.1 trillion in 2014. 
Spending will be driven by 3rd Platform technologies, which will grow 15% year 
over year and capture 89% of IT spending growth.”

“Cloud spending, including cloud services and the technology to enable these 
services, will surge by 25% in 2014, reaching over $100B, accompanied by 
a similar expansion in the variety of workload-specialized cloud infrastructure 
services, leading to new forms of differentiation among cloud service providers, 
and by 2017, 80%+ of new cloud apps will be hosted on six PaaS platforms.”

Spending on big data technologies and services will grow by 30% in 2014, 
surpassing $14 billion as demand for big data analytics skills continues to 
outstrip supply. Here the race will be on to develop “data-optimized cloud 
platforms”, capable of leveraging high volumes of data and/or real-time data 
streams. Value-added content providers and data brokers will proliferate 
as enterprises (and developers) look for interesting data sources as well as 
applications that help them to understand their customers, products, and 
the markets in which they exist. IDC is also predicting that big data analytics 
services 2014 spending will exceed $4.5B, growing 21% over 2013.”

“Social technologies will become increasingly integrated into existing enterprise 
applications over the next 12-18 months. IDC also predicts that by 2017, 80% of 
Fortune 500 companies will have an active customer community, up from 30% 
today. By 2016, 60% of the Fortune 500 will deploy social-enabled innovation 
management solutions.”

As cloud-dedicated datacenters grow in number and importance, the market 
for server, storage, and networking components will increasingly be driven by 
cloud service providers, who have traditionally favored highly componentized 
and commoditized designs. The incumbent IT hardware vendors, who have 
struggled to sell into this market, will be forced to adopt a “cloud-first” strategy, 
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designing new innovations for initial release and widespread adoption in cloud 
service provider data-centers.

“The Internet of Things will reach 30 billion autonomously connected end-points 
and $8.9 trillion in revenues that IDC believes the IoT will generate by 2020.”

3 X-aaS Catalogue
An especially productive aspect of the Cloud Computing industry is that product naming 
conventions are now well defined and agreed, with a baseline of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS 
being universally agreed, with a raft of others such as IDaaS, SECaaS, EDaaS, and so 
on, emerging. 

While the claim of ‘cloud washing’ will often be made of this approach what is genuinely 
useful is i) the specific categorization by product segment, eg Electronic Discovery, 
and ii) the common product design principle that Cloud hosting is the universal delivery 
method.

3.1 Canadian Hybrid 
Cloud
This can be even further refined 
through the use of design 
principles such as ‘Hybrid Cloud’ 
combined with a geographic 
location for hosting, ie. Canada.

What is important about this is that 
it highlights that specific 
permutations are possible, such as ‘SaaS, hosted in Canada, via a Hybrid Cloud 
delivery model’ is possible and why they might value it. 

For example their privacy requirements might dictate this, but they still want to enjoy the 
SaaS model benefits. This is possible with a ‘Canadian Hybrid Cloud’ approach.

3.2 Secure Cloud File Share Services
To illustrate the value and method of this approach we can look at one example usage 
scenario: Secure Cloud File Share Services.

In this IT World Canada article they provided a high level overview of the Cloud service 
segment known as File Sharing Services, such as Dropbox or Google Drive, and also 
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how there is an emerging market of different delivery options such as running it in-
house or via a dedicated server.

One of the key ways Cloud computing has impacted the IT department is creating an 
effect known as 'rogue IT' - Staff going around the IT department and simply buying 
their own IT services direct over the Internet, from providers like Dropbox.

One response to this is to acknowledge that users need to be provided the same 
quick, ease to use tools but via in-house methods to avoid the use of entirely public 
Cloud services. The IT World article looks at examples like Egnyte, a solution for file 
sharing that is based on a core Hybrid Cloud technical design, where Egnyte provides a 
managed file share service based on:

○ Tier II, SSAE 16 compliant colocation facilities, featuring 24-hour manned 
security

○ Security services such as penetration testing
○ Cloud Data Encryption: 256-bit AES encryption throughout information lifecycle
○ Multi-factor user authentication security - SAML 2.0 Single Sign-on to Active 

Directory
Their software caters for enhanced file sharing and collaboration between staff, 
including file locking, versioning, change notifications and other handy features for 
project teams.

These encourage better working practices, like sharing files through sending url links 
not file attachments, and so drives more efficiency.

It also handles some pretty advanced functionality, where it will replicate user files 
from different levels of personal workspace (mobile devices, laptops etc.) to corporate 
facilities and then to the Cloud. This replication is crossing the corporate firewall from 
internal to external, and then sharing access with team members in projects outside of 
the organization.

Combined with audit trail facilities this is simple but powerful and smart way to provide 
productivity-enhancing tools to the staff on a broad, sweeping basis.

The technology to replicate files at the corporate level is based on existing components 
from vendors such as NetGear and VMware, and is therefore already primed to be 
operated via local Canadian Cloud providers.

For example the corporate office option that runs on a VMware server could be 
operated as a managed service hosted locally.

3.3 UCaaS
TechTarget defines UCaaS here.
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“Unified Communications as a Service (UCaaS) is a delivery model in which 
a variety of communication and collaboration applications and services are 
outsourced to a third-party provider and delivered over an IP network, usually 
the public Internet.

UCaaS technologies include enterprise messaging and presence technology, 
online meetings, telephony and video conferencing. UCaaS is known for 
providing high levels of availability (HA) as well as flexibility and scalability for 
core business tasks.”

In this case it is in response to RFP OSS_00362819 from the Province of Ontario, who 
are seeking thought leadership input on their WAN (Wide Area Network) strategy, as 
driven by a number of strategic points that define 'Unified Cloud Communications':

"A network and a set of access services that will support initiatives such as 
UCC, cloud computing, data center consolidation, mobility etc."

"A UCC environment is the ultimate goal in modernizing enterprise 
telecommunications services as this will allow telecommunications technologies 
to enhance the communications experience and improve business flow."

3.4 SECaaS - Cloud Security as a Service
Cloud Security as a Service relates to any hosted application services that are used to 
protect customer resources, including but not limited to:

● Firewalls and access control
● Intrusion Detection
● Cloud Encryption
● Key Management

Best practices in this field are headlined by the Cloud Security Alliance.

Legislative compliance goes hand in hand with technical security. 

As this press release from Telus highlights, there are two related but quite different 
motivations that concern buyers with regards to Cloud services - Information security 
and the related compliance aspects.

“87 per cent of Canadian business and IT leaders have significant concerns 
about public cloud’s ability to handle data in compliance with regulations and 
legislation.”

Therefore as Telus reports there is an urgent need for a mechanism to assess 
and report on the ability of a Cloud provider to prove their security and compliance 
credentials to overcome this resistance.
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Addressing these concerns is therefore a huge market, one predicted to grow to 
over $2 billion, presenting a unique opportunity for Canada which has a pedigree of 
expertise in the field of security.

3.5 Social Media eLearning, as a Service
Our primary Cloud Roadmap service definition is built around this RFP from the  
Ministry of Education, Province of Ontario.

In short they were seeking a hosted web application environment for online 
collaboration, that also catered for e-learning workflows as well as providing a shared 
video production, delivery and collaboration function.

This would be used for implementing a next generation mode of education, where 
the app caters for"co-learning" and "co-participation" in terms of how classrooms are 
actually achieved and managed. Topical concepts include 'flipping the classroom' using 
these kinds of tools.

The key lever is making it easier for any user to create educational materials, moving 
from the authoritarian 'one-to-many' culture to the 'many-to-many' nature of the Internet.

This means app tools that make it easy to create, edit and annotate video, as well as 
workflows for running classrooms, setting tests, managing learning journeys and so 
forth.

In summary the main feature requirements are described below, and can be seen as a 
common set of capabilities planned by other projects, such as 'School on the Cloud':

● Media hosting, and apps for annotating media with animations, various tutorial 
formats, close-captioning, sound and multimedia, and so on.

● Interactivity: Chats, commenting etc.
● Co-learners and co-participants in the learning experience
● Users able to share videos and text
● Virtual filing cabinet
● Searchable
● Host archived webinars and 

catalogue, forming integrated 
knowledge base

4 Professional 
Services
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As highlighted in the Canadian Hybrid 
Cloud section, although Cloud computing can be instant, some clients will still require 
some ‘hand holding’ through the process of migrating to the Cloud, defining the 
opportunity for consulting and other professional services.

4.1 Canadian Cloud Best Practices
Buyers can use Cloud best practice definitions to shape and structure their procurement 
and use of Cloud services.

The Cloud industry is well served through a set of standardized definitions, most 
notably IaaS, PaaS and SaaS which stands for infrastructure, platform and software- as 
a service. Called Service Models and defined by NIST, the US Government standards 
body, these have become industry-wide accepted definitions and can thus act to also 
be used through supplier service catalogues.

Not only can they be used as technical descriptions but importantly they can 
also determine aspects of service delivery like contracting, they define security 
configurations and role responsibility demarcations, what they supplier does and 
doesn’t do, and so can be used to configure outsourcing legal agreements and 
technical support schedules.

With this as one axis of a scale, the buying team can then use other standards for the 
other side, those that NIST then call Deployment Models: Private/ Hybrid/ Community/ 
Public Cloud).

These definitions refer to security models and so can be chosen from when seeking a 
match for based on the different levels of the privacy requirements of the data being 
hosted: For governments this typically is scaled across Low, Medium and High risk.

4.2 Cloud Migration Management
Cloud Migration Management (CMM) refers to the best practices for planning and 
managing migration of IT systems from a legacy platform to a Cloud Provider through a 
combination professional services consulting and software tools, a CMM engagement 
delivers:

● Control how cloud services are being purchased and consumed with the IT 
organization

● Establishing a data center consolidation plan and measurements for effective 
transformation and governance, including cost tracking model, enabling new data 
centre services to be delivered on time and on budget

● Audit and assessment of your current IT landscape - Quickly identify areas with 
highest ROI and value to the IT organization.

● Target architecture testing - Simulate your planned Cloud architecture
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● Enable successful sourcing strategies to support cloud initiatives and goals - 
Identify and baseline cost, capability and risk metrics for each cloud initiative, 
quickly size & price each cloud service from a vendor for a given solution 
requirement; Organize and structure cloud services to match business service 
and application portfolio

● Model and map services across multiple Cloud providers - One for Dev Test, 
another for BCP and Amazon for storage.

4.2.1 Cloud Readiness Assessment

A preliminary consulting engagement, a ‘Cloud Readiness Assessment’, can quickly 
identify what approach might suit your organization best. This assessment can include 
high level cost analysis, and so can suggest the initial ‘quick win’ ROI areas.

4.2.2 Cloud Migration Tools

There are a range of tools and templates for pre-defined migrations of certain legacy 
applications, converted to portable IaaS VMs that can be deployed to local and other 
IaaS providers.

Migration Journey Scope and Deliverables Vendors

Plan for Migration Visualize the deployment and plan 
the apps.
Estimate costs and one click 
provision.

Xervmon

IaaS Migration Automatically create VMs for Cloud 
Migration from existing legacy apps

Cloud Scraper

Legacy Notes 
Migration

Migrates your Notes databases, 
document libraries and Workflow 
apps to the cloud.

CIMTrek

Cloud Migration Journeys provide a standard format for describing automated migration 
to an IaaS Provider, operating a suitable security model, then augmenting this with 
other value add services and apps that also utilize this IaaS, maximizing the net benefit 
for customers. 

Further details for each Journey are documented at our CanadaCloud.net portal.

5 Solution Programs
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Solution programs assemble together further complex combinations around specific 
market opportunities.

Our example provided here code named “Azure Canada”, is to reflect the idea running 
throughout this document of the Canadian Hybrid Cloud model, how localizing USA-
centric services to the Canadian market, is one example of the different types of 
granular product segment opportunities that are available.

In this case we explore:

● The market is defined by a baseline Gartner report
● There is a distinct and easy to identify market: .net hosting in Canada
● An example of how one Canadian provider meets this market need

This acts as an ‘accelerator’ for this industry segment, and our goal with the Roadmap 
is an ongoing series for powering campaigns into vertical sectors too like Government 
and Healthcare.

5.1 Building “Azure Canada” - Canadian .NET 
hosting
The goal is to define the equivalent ‘PaaS’ (Platform as a Service) capabilities but 
hosted physically in Canada, via local Canadian Cloud hosting firms. 

This also includes defining best practices for hosting .NET apps - In the Gartner 
report 'Comparing Cloud Platform Options for .NET Applications', they do an excellent 
job of defining best practices for ‘Cloud Solution Design’, for hosting a .NET app.

The Gartner report maps certain scenarios to Azure PaaS or Amazon IaaS for example, 
so for customers who have restrictive Canadian-hosted requirements, what would be 
the local alternatives for these?

With this market still being very young in Canada this won’t present the same scale 
or maturity however it will help build solution teams, partners and so forth, so that 
ultimately client solutions can be achieved.

Also with this youth in mind it is a very fertile area for new startups and this program will 
serve to help bootstrap new providers with ambitions for this product segment, helping 
nurture and support startups in this space - ”Azure Canada” so to speak.

5.2 Solution Design
The Gartner paper provides an initial model for a complete solutions program:

5.2.1 Other IaaS Providers
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The Gartner paper identifies USA-based providers who might be considered good 
baseline examples of what can be achieved and how this is relevant to Cloud provider 
differentiation:

● Rackspace offers Cloud Sites
● Tier 3 for its auto-patching service, and their templatable “Blueprints”

5.2.2 Assessment Profile

Gartner defines a complete model for assessing .NET hosting options, including:

● LIFEPAR principles
● Hosting Options
● PaaS Environment

5.2.3 LIFEPAR principles

Gartner defines a series of key “LIFEPAR” characteristics essential to the service being 
considered `truly`Cloud-centric:

1. Latency awareness
2. Instrumented
3. Failure awareness
4. Event-driven
5. Parallelizable
6. Automated
7. Resource consumption awareness

5.2.4 Hosting Environment

● Location: Including DR options - Can the provider offer multi-zone options?
● SLA
● Certification
● Hosting portability

5.2.5 PaaS Environment

● Application Containers: IIS Container context for front-end and some mechanics 
for involving DLL services

● Database as a service: Amazon RDS is a database PaaS in contrast to an IaaS 
database.

● Programmatic access to IaaS management functions, as well as xx such as 
IDaaS, message queues, is the essence of this PaaS Portfolio effect

● Management services: Patching & updates
● Commercial services: Pricing models
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5.3 Cloud Solution Design
Gartner then provides a decision-making framework for helping customers decide which 
of the options they would recommend for different project scenarios, mainly being:

● Windows Server via IaaS - Amazon
● Public cloud PaaS - Azure
● Private Cloud PaaS - Apprenda

In short depending on how much control customers want over the complete “stack”, this 
determines which of the Cloud service models they should adopt, and which providers 
are best at these service models.

To be blunt this is a fairly rudimentary comparison with only two options - Amazon or 
Azure, as Apprenda is software deployed in-house, and so the available choices could 
be larger quite easily. Gartner touches on other players like AppHarbor.

However this therefore could also be a co-located managed service, and so it does 
as a minimum start the process of mapping different customer criteria on to different 
Cloud service models. This is a project we are developing at the CBPN to define ‘Cloud 
Solution Design’ best practices.

Deconstructing Microsoft Azure - PaaS as a solutions portfolio

The main component parts of Azure include:

● The core Cloud Compute platform, that caters for different app hosting scenarios 
like VMs, Web sites, Mobile & Cloud Services.

● Virtualized SQL Server and supporting Storage.
● Application integration via an SOA Service Bus.
● Cloud Identity as a service.
● Supporting infrastructure, such as VPN to securely connect users and CDN to 

distribute content globally.
● An online marketplace of other users applications and data services.

5.4 Cloud Provider Profiles
Hosted Bizz

5.4.1 IaaS + Windows Server for .NET Application Development and 
Hosting 

Using HostedBizz IaaS + Windows VM’s for your .NET Applications, will give 
you access to servers that are scalable within minutes, offer flexible resource 
configurations/options and provide features over and above the competition. Our 
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servers are great for development; we provide multiple storage tiers to appeal to 
developers of all types of applications, as well as the ability to assign dedicated 
processing of up to each CPU core. Other advantages are found by using our top tier 
hybrid storage that runs SSD combined with spinning gear at 15K RPMs, increasing the 
I/O efficiency and capacity. 

Hosting your VM’s on our infrastructure would mean they reside in a Tier 3 Certified 
facility that incorporates N+1 (or above) redundancies on all physical infrastructure. Our 
data center employs a 99.999 uptime rating and was designed by an Uptime Institute 
Certified Engineer. 

5.4.2 Dedicated Processing 

At HostedBizz we believe there are scenarios and applications that benefit from having 
dedicated cloud processing power. All of our virtual machines can be set to include 
dedicated processing on a per core basis, from 250 MHZ to 1GHZ per core. This allows 
developers/testers/high intensity applications to benefit from dedicated processing at all 
hours rather than “best effort” that most cloud companies offer. Therefore if you have a 
server with 2vCPU and 500MHZ of dedicated processing, you will benefit from a total 
of 1GHZ of dedicated processing that is then automatically burstable up to 2GHZ if 
needed. 

5.4.3 Hourly Billing including Windows Licensing 

All HostedBizz VM’s are billed by the hour for the provisioned configuration. With our 
Windows VM’s the Microsoft Windows licensing is included in the hourly price of the 
configuration and is billed as such. There are no monthly commitments to a Microsoft 
Windows license; if you wish to set up a test/development server for 5 days and then 
turn it off, you will only be billed for the resources during the time period and a pro-rated 
Microsoft license based on the resource configuration and time used. 

With Windows VM’s we also support the concept of “Bring Your Own License” (BYOL). 
We would provision a bare metal server for you to install and configure your own 
Microsoft Windows License. 

5.4.4 Multiple tiers of Storage

Our 2 tiers of storage are available to any user of our Virtual Machines. Having 2 tiers 
of storage allows each server to be used for the lifecycle of a project; you can adjust the 
resources of any server on the fly. Therefore if you want to move from development to 
testing you can add Tier 1 storage and assign it to I/O intensive processes. If you wish 
to move your development/files on to lower cost storage, move it to our Tier 2 storage. 

Tier 1 – Production: hybrid of SSD and spinning gear at 15k RPM 

Tier 2 – Standard: Storage drives running at 10k RPM
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Windows Versions Supported: 

● Windows 2003 Enterprise x64 
● Windows 2003 Enterprise x86 
● Windows 2008 R2 SP1 Enterprise x64 (.NET Framework 3.5.1) * 
● Windows 2008 SP2 Enterprise x86 (.NET Framework 3.5.1)* 
● Windows 2012 Datacentre Edition (.NET Framework 3.5.1)* 

*.NET Framework can be updated to the latest edition for free by visiting the Microsoft 
download center 

** We provide SQL Server licensing to our clients; we are able to provision 
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